Inner filter effect and the onset of concentration dependent red shift of synchronous fluorescence spectra.
The phenomenon of concentration dependent red shift, often observed in synchronous fluorescence spectra (SFS) of monofluorophoric as well as multifluorophoric systems at high chromophore concentrations, is known to have good analytical advantages. This was previously understood in terms of large inner filter effect (IFE) through the introduction of a derived absorption spectral profile that closely corresponds to the SFS profile. Using representative monofluorophoric and multifluorophoric systems, it is now explained how the SF spectral maximum changes with concentration of the fluorophore. For dilute solutions of monofluorophores the maximum is unchanged as expected. It is shown here that the onset of red shift of SFS maximum of both the mono as well as the multifluorophoric systems must occur at the derived absorption spectral parameter value of 0.32 that corresponds to the absorbance value of 0.87. This value is unique irrespective of the nature of the fluorophore under study. For monofluorophoric systems, the wavelength of derived absorption spectral maximum and the wavelength of synchronous fluorescence spectral maximum closely correspond with each other in the entire concentration range. In contrast, for multifluorophoric systems like diesel and aqueous humic acid, large deviations were noted that could be explained as to be due to the presence of non-fluorescing chromophores in the system. This work bridges the entire fluorophore concentration range over which the red shift of SFS maximum sets in; and in the process it establishes the importance of the derived absorption spectral parameter in understanding the phenomenon of concentration dependent red shift of SFS maximum.